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Appendix A

Discussion Points used in Semi-Structured Interviews with LCBs

1. What are target Customer Groups of your Bank?

2. What are Revenue Groups of your customers?

3. What are the channels that your Bank is being interfaced with customers for 

making financial transactions?

Channel Yes No

Bank Lobby

ATM

Web

Mobile Phone

Telephone

Any other (Please Specify)

***Please mark the cheapest and most expensive channel

4. When you introduce a Banking Channel or a product, do you carry out a 

market study to see the potential?

5. Have you thought of a way of offering services not at your shelter but at 

somebody else’s? What are they?
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6. How much does it cost for you:

To open a bank Account?

To collect a cash deposit? 

To pay out a Withdrawal?

7. What makes you encourage lending?

8. What iis your opinion, if non-account holder or an un-productive account 
holder asks for a loan?

9. What is your opinion, if a person wishes to open an account and does not 

meet your banks requirement?

10. What are your products and services for non-account holders? In addition, 

what is your opinion when they consume your resources?

11. Are you aware any attempt of your bank or any other, about attracting 

Informal Sector Financial Transactions?

What are they?

What is the effectiveness of such?

What are the banders to reach these clients, in attracting their day-to-day 

financial transactions?

12. What are the products or services that your bank offers to the customer 

through mobile phone?

What is the effectiveness of such?
What attempts that you take to make them accepted?

barriers in this area of business for you to grow?What are the
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13. What is the technology that y 

phone?
ou use to make the service offer through mobile

Technology Yes No
USSD

SMS

Voice

NFC

Any Other (Please Specify)

14. What is the total number of customers in your bank?

15. Number of clients in these channels? In addition, Transactions per day?

Channel Clients Transactions Average Value 

of a Transactionper day

Bank Lobby

ATM

Web

Mobile phone

Land phone

Any Other (Please Specify)

16. When were they started and their growth?

Transactions Average Value 

of a Transaction
ClientsChannel

per day

Bank Lobby

ATM

Web

Mobile phone

Land phone _______
Any Other (Please specif
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Appendix B

Discussion Points used in Sv«tem p r,m„ Discussions.

1. How long you have been using a mobile phone.

More than: 2 Years?

4 Years?

6 Years?

8 Years?

2. You have used the mobile phone mostly for:

Voice Calls only?

SMS?

Other?

3. Your mobile phone in the business:

Saves Time?

Saves Money?

Useful in every matter? 

Increases Business Transactions?
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4. If you can perform, financial 
phone that:

transactions in your business through the mobile

Saves Time?

Saves Money?

It self increases Business Transactions?

5. Ifthereisa system to perform financial transactions in your business via 

Mobile phone, you will use it for:

Try out the system?

If your customers, demand for such?

If your suppliers demand for such?

If your business competitors use it?

If there are entries to the business with such systems?

If there are substitutes threatening to your business?

If there are law enforcements to use such?
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6. If there i13 a sy$tem to perform fi

exPect in such a system?

You think help and advices fo

nancial transactions in your business via mobilephone, what you

r use are should be freely available?

Language easiness should be there?

q ired knowledge for use and suitable infrastructure should be there? 

The system should be easy to learn and operate?

The system should be easy to understand?

7. In performing a financial transaction using a mobile phone:

The Trust should be established?

Confidentiality should be there?

Response rate will matter?

Interruptions to the connectivity will matter?

8. Do you have a Bank Account?

9. If there is a system to perform financial transactions in your business via mobile 

phone, who you think such system should be run by?

Run by a Bank? 

Run By a MNO? 

No matter who?
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10. Gender:

Male?

Female?

11. Age

In between 15 to 25

In between 26 to 35

In between 36 to 45

In between 46 to 55

Above 56

12. Education

None

Grade 5 or below

Grade 10 or Below

Grade 12 or Below

Above Grade 12

13. Your earnings / Income

Per Day

Per Month
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Appendix C

Central Bank Public Nnf;„n

I

30t11-2012.m Alphabetical Order)

I. Amana Bank Ltd.
?. Axis Bank Ltd.
3. Bank o( Ceylon 
•*- Citibank. N.A.
5. Commofci.il Bank of Ceylon PLC
6. Deutsche Bank AG
7. DFCC Vaidhana Bank PLC
8. Habib Bank lid.

9. Hatton National Bank PLC
10. ICICI Bank Ltd.
II. Indian Bank
12. Indian Overseas Bank
13. MCB Bank Ltd.

14. National Development Bar.k Pic
15. Nations Trust Bank PLC
16. Pan Asia Banking Corporation PLC
17. People’s Bank
18. Public BankBerhad 
lO.Sampoth Bank PLC 
70.Seylan Bank PLC
21. Standard Chartered Bank
22. State Bank of India
23. Th« Hongkong & Shangliai 

Banking Corporation Ltd.
24. Union 8ank of Colombo PLC

I Licensed Specialised Banks
1. DFCC Bank
2. Housing Development Finance 

Corporation Bank of Sri Lanka
3. Lankaputhra Development Bank Ltd.
4. MBSL Savings Bank Ltd.

5. National Savings Bank
6. Pradoshiya Sanwardhana Bank
7. Sanasa Development Bank PLC
8. Sri Lanka Savings Bank Ltd.
9. State Mortgage and Investment 3ank

licensed Finance Companies

1. Abans Finance PLC
2. Alliance Finance Co. PLC
3. A.V.W Capital Leasing and Finance PLC
4. Arplco Finance Co PLC
5. Asia Asset Finance PLC
6. Asian Finance Ltd
7. Associated Motor Finance Co PIC 
8 BaMtcol Finance PLC
9. Bimputh Finance PLC
10. Capital Alliance Finance PLC

11. Central Finance Co PLC
12. Cential Investments and Finance PLC

13. Cliilaw Finance PLC
14. Citizens Development Business Finance PLC

15. City rinancc Corporation Ltd
16. Commercial Credit and Finance PLC
17. Commercial Leasing and Finance PLC

18. FI I Finance Ltd
19. Gcoige Steuart Finance ltd
20. Ideal Finance ltd
21. Kanrich Finance Lid
22. Lanka ORIX Finance PLC

23. LB Finance PLC

24. .Mehta Regal Finance Ltd
25. Mercantile Investments and Finance PLC
26. MCSL F inancial Services Ltd
27. Mutti Finance PLC
28. Honda Investments and Fusance PLC
29. Nation Lanka Finance PlC
30. Orient Finance PLC 
31 People's Finance PIC
32. People's Leasing & Finance PIC
33. People's Merchant Finance FLC
34. Piime Gramccn Micro Finance Ltd
35. Richard Pieris Arpico Finance Ltd
36. Senkadagala Finance PLC
37. Singer Tmancc (Lanka) PIC
38. Sinhaputhra Finance FLC
39. Softlogic Finance PlC
40. Swanumahal Financial Services PLC

41. The Finance Co PLC
42. The Standard Credit Finance ltd
43. IKS Finance Ltd
44. Trade Finance & Investments PLC

45. UB Finance Co. Ltd
46. VaUibcl f inance PLC

Matters to Keep In Mind
> The Central Banklsaurhorl^or^utewandsup«vjsei^ ope,alkm»

institutions In order to public However, the Centra
and thereby safeguard the deposK n|f^ dflpos.is or assure that
Bank does not have legal ^ central Bank has introduced a
any such institution will ‘„ntw ihc icpaymcot of deposits upto
Deposit insurance Scheme to .) ^ * faHore of a bank or a finance
Rs.200.000 Perdf^y°!t. wi!h effect from 1st January 2012. 
company supervised by ^ above ^Buttons, please exercise

deposit

IBank of Sri Lanka
;«■»(( trv»l b**«4*?rt**

Centra

( ----- ---- —
#
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CBSL Warnings 2

Tins noUce is nahlisbcil lor die attention ol the general public.
1. When depositing money ensure that the deposit taking 

Institution Is authorised to accept deposits. Further, read and 
understand the terms and conditions relating to deposits.
Tne main facts to be considered:

• Annual interest rale and annual effective Interest rate
• Oates ol In! west payment or crediting ol Interest to the a
• Instances where Inteiest vrill not be paid
• In the cate of fixed deposits, the tenure of the depot 

applicable If withdrawals are made before the maturity
• Additional service charges end fees

2. When obtaining loans, read and understand the applicable terms 
and conditions of the loan.
The main facts to be considered:

sit and conditions 
'date

• Monthly ot annual Interest payable
• Whether the Interest rate Is fixed or floating
• Method of calculation of such Interest
• Tenure of the loan
• Number oflnsullments
• Amount of the Installment
• Oates of payment of the Installments
• Terms and conditions applicable to col laterals and guarantors
• Conditions applicable If payments of Installments are delayed 
o Conditions applicable If loans aie settled prior to the due date
• Additional service charges end feet

3. When transacting with an authorised institution the following 
steps should be taken:

the transaction, I erms and conditions before• dear your doubts regarding th 
you enter Into any uansectlon

• Complete applications or olhtr documentation 
carefully

• Do not sign any blank document!
• Safeguard the personal Identification numbers and correspondence 

relating to accounts etc.
• Divulge the true facts to the authorised institution
• Notify any change In your address

fraudulent or suipkious transactions• Notify any 
Institution

• Discuss and make every effort to resolve any
Institution first_______________

ssacsssss—___

hiuvi «ilh tfwi ■utSoctvrd

your transactions further. —-—

Crntral

sssru.— wowcbslgwtt
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Appendix D

________ LCBs and their Service Off)

__Licensed Commercial n?n|r
Arnana Bank Ltd. ------------- -
Axis Bank Ltd. "--------
Bank of Ceylon
Citibank, N.A. “

ers on Mobile Phone

----------- Banking on Mobile01.
NO02.
NO

03.
PayMate04.
NO

Commercial Bank of Cevlnn PT r05.
ComSMS

Deutsche Bank AG06. NO
DFCC Vardhana Bank PLC07. NO
Habib Bank Ltd.08. NO
Hatton National Bank PLC09. Mobile Banking
ICICI Bank Ltd.10. NO
Indian Bank11. IndMobile Banking
Indian Overseas Bank12. NO

13. MCB Bank Ltd. MCB Mobile
National Development Bank PLC14. NO
Nations Trust Bank PLC15. Mobile Banking and SMS Banking
Pan Asia Banking Corporation PLC NO16.

People's Mobile BankingPeople's Bank17.
NOPublic Bank Berhad18.
Sampath Mobile CashSampath Bank PLC19.
Seylan SMS BankingSeylan Bank PLC20.
SMS BankingStandard Chartered Bank21.
NOState Bank of India22.

The Hongkong & Shanghai Banking
Corporation Ltd. HSBCnet Mobile,

23.
NOUnion Bank of Colombo PLC24. Web Sites of respective banksSource:
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Appendix E

Sixteen decisions fnr nrameen Commnni

1. We shall follow and advance the four 
Discipline, Unity, Courage and Hard work

principles of Grameen Bank — 

- in all walks of our lives.
2. Prosperity we shall bring to our families.

3. We shall not live in dilapidated houses. We shall 

towards constructing new houses at the earliest.
repair our houses and work

4. We shall grow vegetables all the year round. We shall eat plenty of them and 

sell the surplus.

5. During the plantation seasons, we shall plant as many seedlings as possible.

6. We shall plan to keep our families small. We shall minimize our expenditures. 
We shall look after our health.

7. We shall educate our children and ensure that they can earn to pay for their 

education.
8. We shall always keep our children and the environment clean

9. We shall build and use pit-latrines.
10. We shall drink water from tube wells. If it is not available, we shall boil water or 

use alum.
11. We shall not take any dowry at our sons' weddings; neither shall we give any 

dowry at our daughters’ wedding. We shall keep our centre free from the 

of dowry. We shall not practice child marriage.
12. We shall not inflict any injustice

curse

anyone; neither shall we allow anyone to doon

so.
undertake bigger investments for higher incomes.

is in difficulty, we shall
13. We shall collectively
14. We shall always be ready to help each other. If anyone

all help him or her 

15. If we come to
h of discipline in any centre, we shall all goknow of any breac

there and help restore discipline.
. n sonial activities collectively. 

16. We shall take part in all socia
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Appendix F

Viewpoints of System D Entrepreneurs

The researcher carried out 

System D entrepreneurs. This 

limited to a

a series of group discussions, covering few streams of

was a cross sectional examination which cannot be
specific, one or two segments of System D 

sections carry extractions of discussions.
entrepreneurs. Following sub

Construction Industry

The group consist of five members with the mobile phone use experience ranging 

from six to 15 years. None of them uses the mobile phone for services other than 

voice calls and almost all calls are business related such as request for services, 

pricing inquiries, appointments etc.

Use of the mobile phone for them saves time and money and it is useful in every 

aspect of the business and increases their number of business transactions.

financial transactions, they are of the 

them time, money, and allow them to expand
If their mobile phone allows them to perform

opinion that such a system will save 
business transaction votes. The, do not wish to spend their business time for an,

happy to save time if they can use theother matters including banking. They are

mobile phone for bill payments, 
that they have to walk out of the business / business premises.

A utility bill payment is a one identified occasion

eZ Cash is the country’s single mobile money 

advertisements of eZ Cash. They
mobile phone based financial 

demands for such. Except

All of them had tided using eZ Cash
player at present. Participants they had
keen to trial out such systems and will a op

• ess if the business competition
transactions in their busin ^ influence of the government will
for one participant others were of the opm.

are
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P rf0,m fi"anC,al —*« ™ - W. Pta and get them rKorded 

phone. in the mobile

To perform financial transactions in their business through mobile phone, they 

ns, language easiness (preferred
Sinhala), and knowledge to operate the system. Availability of places 

can get mobile phone based money converted in to physical cash and payments can 

be done using money in the mobile phone, are concerns of them.

expect free availability of help and demonstratio

where, they

In a financial transaction they perform using the mobile phone; they expect the 

established trust, confidentiality, time to receive the acknowledgement and
uninterrupted service. They perceive that such will develop the trust in their minds 

and encourage the use.

None of them has operated a bank account in a regular (making regular deposits or 

making withdrawals for their physical cash needs etc) manner. One participant had 

used / opened a bank account for him but has opened and operates bank 

accounts for his two daughters. He is planning for an investment in a pension or 
scheme in order to get its return in the absence of his active performance in

the business at his old age.

never

insurance

Majority of the group were of the opinion tot, a system which can perform (manual 
transactions using a mobile phone should be run and operate b, a banh. They rue of 

the view .ha, MNOs am no, financially stable enough to operate a system of such.

group was ranging 46 to 55. Except of the
for their major competency in a way of a 

earning per month was 

record in this

mason
All participants were male and age 

all the participants had the qualifier
technical college education.

80,000/- but

Their average
none had maintain adiploma or a 

ranging from 

connection.

LKR50, 000/- to
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One participant who was supposed to be the highest within the group was of 

emergency loan from the system itself, for their 
encourage them to

earner
the opinion that ability to get an
business continuity, will

perform financial transaction through 

not bothered who should be themobile phone. Initially he 

phone based financial tr
was operator of mobile

ansaction performing system. But when it was explained that 
who can lend and on what ground the lending decisions are taking place, he was of 

the opinion that a bank should run such a system. Further he raised his 

privacy and security of mobile phone based financial
concerns over 

transactions. None of the 
members has had the mobile phone based financial transactions experience such as 

eChannelling.

None of the participant had recorded their earnings or spending. Hence, all of them 

were found difficult to figure out their income. Some had earned to the maximum of 

LKR 300,000/- in a month. In a day, their earnings are varying from LKR 1,000/- to 

20,000/- in peak times. Instead of saving their earnings in money forms, many of 

them had invested by way of leasing a vehicle (most of the time a three wheeler) or 
purchasing machinery or power tools or stocks of raw material etc. But none of them 

could view them as investments in the business. All participants viewed the time 

spending in a bank lobby to get their income banked as a waste of their time for the 

business. All of them had been refused by banks when they require a bank loan.
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Private Taxies (Three Wheeler Dri 

Set 1 / Private Taxies at outskirts

vers / Owners)

of the main city

Use experience of the mobile phone of this group was 4 to 15 years 

consisted of 6 participants. Except of one, all others had 

for voice calls.

. The group was
used the mobile phone only

One has used the mobile phone for text messaging.

They value the mobile phone as a device which saves time and money for them. The 
mobile phone is veiy useful instrument for them in their business. That has been 

helping for them to increase the businesses (hires). Mobile phone is a crucial and 

essential device in their business. With the mobile phone they gain more businesses 

and also in the absence of same they are short of businesses.

When they were asked, if they can perform their business financial transactions using 

the mobile phone, they said, that will save their time and money and also wall 
increase financial transactions in their business since they can concentrate more on 

the business.

Majority of them had seen advertisements or heard of eZ Cash but none of them had 

used it. They are willing to experience such services. They will definitely subscribe 

for such services if there is a demand from clients and suppliers such as fuel stations,
sellers of spare parts etc. If others in the industry use this facility, or if there is a new 

with such systems or if there is a threat from an alternative servicesservice entrance
with the similar facility will encourage them to use the mobile phone for their
business financial transactions. If there is a law enforcement to use the mobile phone

all others were ready tofinancial transactions; except of onefor their business 

perform their financial transactions via mobile phone.

ir financial transactions via mobile phone they
demonstrations freely 

and they prefer Sinhala.

If there is a system to perform their 

expect; such a system 

available for them

should make help and advices or

. Operational language should be easier
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should be easy to learn and f T ly'nS 46 m°bl'e Ph°ne' SUCh 3 S>'Stem
P actice and also should be clear and precise for them.

With regard to trust in performing their business 

mobile phone, they expect the trust should be
financial transactions through 

established at the start. Confidentiality, 
ns or interruptions will affect the trust when using ofresponse rate and disconnectio 

such a system.

Most of the group members had a bank account. But none of them have used it for

business transactions. Only few group members had operated the bank account even 

at occasional basis.

All of the group members were of the opinion that a system to perform financial 
transactions in the business should be run and managed by a bank. They were trying 

to compare the stability of a banking institution and a MNO. They recall the 

instances where some MNOs had changed their names or the ownership. But they 

were of the opinion that, if the system is being managed by a bank even the 

government will intervene in case of any issue.

All the group members were male and their ages were ranging from 36 to 45. All of 

them had the school education near or up to ordinary level and average income was 

month. But none of them had calculated either income orLKR 30,000 per 

expenditure in their business.

Further the, explained they have been refused by tanking institutions whenever the, 

asked for loan facilities or a lease due to the reason that such instituttons cannot

assess

banking facility. Some
wasting their time in a queue in a tank lobby they wish to 

facilitates to be interfaced with banking institutions.

of financial transactions to consider atheir behaviour of the performance
have been refused due to lack of collateral. Rather than 

mobile phone if ituse
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Set 2 - Private Taxies ofthemain city

Almost all the tai drivers have been usmg , ^ ^ 

therr mam usage was voice calls. The group was with 5 members. Ncae 

use t e mobile phorre send o, receive text messages or any other services.

more than 4 years and

of them had

The mobile phone saves time and money for them and they 

aspects and that it helps increasing business transactions.
see it as useful in all

If they are given with a system to handle their business financial transactions using 

mobile phone, they expect that such a system will save time and money for them 

end up in increasing business transactions.
and

If there is a system they can perform their financial transactions they will use it since 

they wish to experience such systems. Almost all the participants had heard of eZ 

Cash, country’s first mobile money operation. But none of them had come across an 

opportunity which they can learn and adopt such a system to their business. They 

will start using the mobile phone for financial transactions, if their customers, 
suppliers such as fuel stations demands for such. If others such as new comers, 
alternative channels or competitors use such systems that will force them to use 

mobile phone for their business financial transactions. In case of a law enforcement 
to use such a system or similar that will make them using mobile phone for financial 

transactions in the business.

mobile phone based financial transactions system they expect that to make help 

freely available. They prefer if the language
it and required environment should be there. The system 

That should be clear and precise to

In a
and advice services 

Required knowledge to use 

should be easy to get trained and operate

understand.

is in Sinhala.

mobile phone based financial transaction, they expect the 

speed of getting responses from the system,
With regard to trust of a 

established trust, confidentiality
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interruptions or disconnections during the
perform a transaction in a system of such. communication will matter for them to

All the group members had bank 

asking a bank loan th
accounts, 

e request has never been honoured.
They save a little. But whenever they ao

They do not have a clear idea of who should manage a system to perform financial

transactions via mobile phone. For them, if someone can manage all of their
payments and receipts, they expect only the stability of the institution which manages 

the system.

The group was only with male participants and their age was ranging from 46 to 56. 

Education was varying from grade 5 to ordinary level or near there. In an average 

they earn LKR 40,000/- a month.

Gardening / Cleaning

This is a group of 4 members. They have worked in a formal organisation (a 

packaging material manufacturing factory). They have started the business while 

they were in their formal jobs due to unbearable financial difficulties. Later they had 

given up their employments.

Mobile phone use experience of this group was more than 8 years and usage was 

both text messages as well as voice calls. Usage of text messaging was very little

with compared to voice call usage.

in their business by using a mobile phone. Almost 
ived to the mobile phone. They view the mobile 

of their businesses and ends up

The group saves time and money in 

all the service requests are being 

phone as a device helping them in every aspect

recei

increasing business transactions.
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If they can perform financial transacti 

will save them time, money and that in
of the business using mobile phone that 

return will increase business transacti

ions

ons.

t ere ,s , system for mobi,e phone ^ ^ ^ ^

sue m the,, business. Demand of elient, and suppliers such as fuel stations spare 

pans suppliers for tools will influence ihern using such a system. ludusuy 

competition, new people to the industry with

service providers with such payment systems will also make them 

phone based financial transactions in their business.

out

such systems and also alternative

use of mobile 

They are not clear whether they
will use such a system if it is being forced by the law.

They expect mobile phone based financial transaction system to make help and 

advices 01 demonstrations freely available to them. Expect the language to be 

Sinhala. Knowledge to use and environment support such as drawing out cash, easy 

to learn and operate, clear and precise system guidance are other expectations of 

them from a mobile phone based financial transaction performing system.

To perform a financial transaction in such a system, they expect the trust to be 

established. Confidentiality, response speed, interruptions, and disconnections will 

matter in their trust over the system.

All participants had bank accounts and saving habit was also with them. One had the 

leasing facility. This was a direction made by one bank manager who happened to be 

his client. They all wish a mobile phone based financial transaction performing

system should be governed by a bank.

male, and their ages were ranging from 26 to 35. All of them
had the advance level. Their monthly 

of LKR 250,000/-.

All participants were 

had the education up to ordinary level and one

income was ranging from LKR 90.000/- to mas,mum

~ library 5 

^0-
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Photocopy and Communication shops

Many of them use mobile phones least ^ ^ ^ 

calls free of charge, within the 

of the business.

in order to earn, 
network. Use of SMSs is bit remote due to the nature

more

They admit that, mobile phone helps in saving time and expenses and iincreases
business activities. Though they see the mobile phone helps in their business
sometimes they experience it as a trouble maker, since sometimes it disturbs the
business.

They stiongly refused the use of mobile phone in performing financial transactions 

since that confuses their style of receiving payments in cash. Lack of knowledge or 

how to draw the value that stores in the mobile phone were one of the 

major concerns for them in refusing Mobile Phone based financial transactions.

awareness on

When they were explained with benefits of a system (performing their business 

financial transactions using mobile phone) such as getting their transactions recorded 

in a banking institution and related others as advances etc. they were bit convinced to 

use the system.

Trust, Security, and convenience are their expectations from such a system.

incomes and do not care who should run theThey record neither expenses 

mobile phone based financial transaction system whether a bank or mobile phone
the researcher explains benefits of dealing with a banking

nor

company. But when 

institution
performance, they were of tire opinion that such a system should be run by a bank.

record of their financial transactionand also the advantage of keeping

photocopiers nowadays and they get them on
Interestingly most of them do not own .
lease agreements whieh obtain services and P»y for the consumption t.e. paytng the
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supplier time to time for the 

visit the store.
consumption (LKR 1/50 for each copy) whenever they

Food Outlets - 1 Observafi,^

The place was in front of the Uni 
selling food packets.

mversity of Moratuwa. Under an umbrella a lady was

The rate of sales was very slow and though she had 

of using same for performing a financial transaction.
a mobile phone she never think

The mobile phone for her was, only a call maker and nothing more than that. She 

was reluctant to get exposed for an interview or a discussion.

Food Outlets - 2 Observations

The second one was operating with large volumes and they continue the business till 

1 am every day.

They collect orders via telephone. However, the majority are orders they get through 

the counter. They have the parking facility.

Sales orders were amounting from tire minimum of LKR 200 to maximum of LKR 

2000 in an average day. This was just an observation being in to the purchasing 

crowd. Owners were reluctant to get exposed for an interview or a discussion.

very much busy and even they cannot talk to a 

them businesses. Both the customer and the 

potential customers for

Any day in the evening they are
except of a customer who bringsperson

merchant had urgency for the transaction. Though there
almost all their transactions are in cash.

are

electronic card based transactions,
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invoi;or cus,omers ™ ■* for *■ u'sa,cy °f 

P a room for ll- 0ther than food packets they sell other
branded products. Most of them are supplementary food or similar.

Food Outlets - 3 Observation

The third one was doing a good amount of business having a food outlet adjoining to 

theii residence. Their business mainly depends on phone calls. Majority of the orders 
receiving thiough a telephone call. Only few transactions are from new clientsare

who cross the road in front of their outlet.

Theii ordei volumes are rising day after the other with a slow growth compared to 

observation 2. Customer base for them are not with urgency with compared to the 

observation 2.

When they were explained about systems which they can perform their business 

transactions using the mobile phone, it was observed that they were happy to get it. 
But they were not with an idea how the technical model should be.

Similar to other merchants of System D, they expect the financial credit support from 

banking institutions.

A Greengrocer

young businessman, with an education up to theThe focus of the researcher was 
level of 10th standard. He brings fruits and vegetables from far remote areas such as

Hambanthota and Thissamaharama, areas which are more

his location. He runs a grocery in a su

than 200 kilo meters from

burban area of Colombo.

voice calls and the mobile phone plays a 

is information transfer for him.
Of the mobile phone is more in to 

crucial role in his business. Most of the time it is
His use
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m,ether ‘be prices are compete, goods a™ loaded from dre suppliers’ poinl or 

buyer’s point win be informed via mobile phone.

He had not been aware of what eZ Cash was, 
get such a system if that i 

to him and the language is Sinhala.

and researcher explained. He wishes to
1S easy t0 understand, operate, and if the help is very closer

He perceives that friends, customers, suppliers, and also his voluntariness will 
encourage him to use anything

financial transactions. If there is a

for him to use mobile phone for financial transacti

in the business. So is the mobile phone basednew

force from the regulator such will not be helpful
ions.

In a system similar to eZ Cash, he expects that the effort should be a minimum in 

saving money, time and ends up in increasing business volumes and such a system 

should be helpful in every aspect.

In such a system, accuracy, responsiveness, confidentiality, and interruption to the 

connectivity are critical factors for him.

He has been dealing with banking institutions and has some leased vehicles. He 

trusts banking institutions; more than a MNO in a mobile phone based financial 

transaction performing system.

Beauty Salons

Beaut, salons are being operated throughout the countty offering a variety of 

services from a haircut to a range of cosmetic treatments such as skm health, factal

aesthetic, foot care 

beauty salons or 

But none of the 

taking place with a prior appom

in the category of, and aromatherapy. Almost all the businesses
registration at least as a sole ownership.

financial mmsactions are gening in lo books. The businesses are 

intment and also with walk in customers. Even ibr a

similar, has the business
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very simple hair cut it takes a 

could be observed at any place from th
15 to 20 minutes time for customer and no urgency 

e customer side and also from the business.

It is observed that in some business 

of a beauty salon, the back d 

brothel houses. In depth observation

cases, though the front door is bearing a display 

is offering sex related services or ended up asoor

over the industry is not the intention here, but 
throughout many taxi operators, literature and few journalists, th

though the legality moderates the service offer, the amount of cash being floated 

m this industry is very large. Some individuals had earned around LKR 20,000/- in 

hour. Also they were very innovative in performing in their jobs (Ratnapala, 

1999). Almost all these networks are being operated through the mobile phone. From

e researcher learnt
that,

an

the event it makes an appointment to get a haircut, to a service offer at their back
doors the mobile phone is a very useful instrument for them.

Beauty salon owners are of the opinion that, if they use electronic cash, they will face 

difficulties at the time they want physical cash for their other purchases. Though they 

are prepared to accept their cash receipts in the business as electronic cash, they do 

not go for it, since they are in need of physical cash on their way home purchases 

(their daily needs).

They were aware that money in their mobile phone can be withdrawn from ATMs. 
They were delighted when they heard about systems of card less ATMs and similar 
systems. Also they were not aware that money in their mobile phone can be used

directly for other purchases.

happy to accept the mobile phone to manage theirSimilar to others, they were 
finance if they start performing financial transactions via mobile phone.

They wens not vet, much bothered of who would be the service provtder for mobrle 

phone based financial transactions, but obtaining a credit ftditty was « strong need 

for this category. It is observed that financial discipline is no, vety strong m fins

group.
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Appendix G

Viewpoints of Bankers

During the work study, to observe the 

with System D financial
preparedness of banking institutions to deal

transactions the researcher carried out a series of Semi- 
structured interviews with bankers. These Semi-structured interviews were carried
out based on a set of prepared questions as appeared in Appendix A.

Bank of Ceylon

Having the reach of nearly 1000 Service Points and serving a customer base of 

nearly 10 Mn. BOC claims that they are the bankers to the nation (Bank of Ceylon, 
2011).

There are 4 types of customers that they cater to. They are Consumer, Retail, Middle 

market, and Corporate.

BOC offers their services in Bank lobby, ATM, Web, Mobile phone, and Land 

phone. For them the costlier channel is the bank lobby and the cheapest is the web. 
(And they are aware that risk factor is concern this would be in other way). BOC is 

of the opinion that Tele banking or Voice Over banking on the phone is outdated and
would be the future. They have figured out that, ATMweb based banking 

transactions are less in cost for them than a bank lobby transaction. They are very 

idle money in the ATM and also its breakeven point with regardconcerned about on 

to fee income of cash dispensing.

team and apart from that theirdedicated research and development
latest market information or ground level information.

They have a 

service outlets bring them the
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They never expect to offer their servi 

existing service delivery points.
services in alternative locations other than their 

Very recently they have started SME centres. These
centres prov.de advisory constancy service f„, emerging businesses. These SME 

Centres attract new customers and helps them to retain customers who are not being 

s are backed by their legal, export, import and 

government budgetary allocation for this

catered at the bank lobby. SME Centre

many other departments. This is due to a

puipose.

In lending, they follow both conventional and 

they see a potential customer with
unconventional methods. In case of

a proposal to borrow, though they do not have 

see the project is viable and falling within 

their scope of lending they lend them with help of their SME centres. Since they

previous records or an account, if they

are
a government bank, in their lending assessments, they consider the employment 

generation other than the profitability. Priority goes not only to the financial

performance. In the long run such efforts help them to sustain in the business.

BOC is of the opinion that non account holders are a cost for them and distracts 

servicing their premier customers. Observing this, they have started up BOC Premier 

Banking Centre to serve their high valued customers. They expect this change will 

help in optimum use of resources. They expect, a person who comes to their counter 

to collect a migrant worker remittance, a one off customer, would be one of their 

future customers. And also they have assessed serving them is costlier and a potential 

to lose their prime and loyal account holders. Solutions are being trialled out using 

the Pareto rule (As termed by Vilffedo Pareto) of 80 - 

approach.

20, in a non technological

’s SMS based mobile phone banking offer for their clients. But 

. And the market needs to be matured yet
PayMate is the BOC’s
they do not see this as a potential business

The trust, security, and environment are yet to be
further for such services, 

established for mobile phone
based financial transactions. They observe that MNO’s

ices at the earliest but not banks. Mobile phone
are in a hurry to deploy such services

commercial transactions, butteed financial transact would no. bo high valued
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paying a utility bill or

potential. The, agree .ha, MNOs can change the si,nation of fmanciai lrallsac,ions bT 

introducing mobile phone based financial 
market. But in the

Paying a merchant for small valued transactions would be

transaction since this is a developing 
eyes of a Banker, this should not be in the priority list. Taking an 

extra effort this can be materialised, but the potential of the market for such i 
matter to concern.

is a

They do not believe the mobile phone can replace their extension offices which 

attract customers in remote areas. They do not think the rural population will be 

convinced about performing financial transactions via mobile phone. The way 

fmanciai transactions have been defined in their mind set will matter and also 

reconciliation processes will be complicated for them. Language would be a matter, 
they presume. They are in the question of whether Near Field Communication (NFC) 
based payments are profitable or practical. They are of the opinion that transactions 

which are low in the amount and which can be performed through the mobile phone 

are important only to MNOs, and not for banks. The technology is ever changing and 

conventional thinking of bankers does not go together. The trend is towards 

technology but growing speed matters.

Commenting on CBSL guide lines (CBSL, 2011a; CBSL, 2011b) BOC is of the
for MNOs since banks had made a pooropinion that CBSL has opened the avenue 

response to their guide lines. In addition BOC thinks banks should be banks and
in to somebody else’s pie, i.e.the safety of banking rather than jumping

financial activities. Though they view Mobile Money, i.e.
assure
mobile phone based

as a lucrativethrough the mobile phone for payments are;
in between Banks and MNOs, it is an issue of the

having cash access
business and a ground for a war in
business interest Further the, said negations with MNOs are very difficult For

the direction of mobile money only is there is such
BOC, a move should be made to

. If not, a failure will losebe accepted as a perfect system
nd tarnish the image of the product

system which can
and early adopters

as well as the
innovators

bank.
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Hatton National Bank

I-INB offers there services in Bank lobby, ATM, web and also 

They have around 250 branches and also
on mobile phone, 

more than 400 ATMs. Being the custodian
bank for eZ Cash, and driving the 

significant player
award winning “Garni Pubuduwa”; HNB is a 

catering to the System D directly and indirectly (HNB Vs SME). 
Employing over 120 barefoot bankers, HNB has been feeding more than 80,000 

piojects with financial services from its inception of Garni Pubuduwa (HNB, 2012) 

and appears to have a serving the System D to a larger extent.

Being similar to other banks in the industry, HNB offers the mobile phone based 

banking services as an indispensable tool for busy business people to manage their 

accounts.

Village Empowerment
Total Humber of Projec ts completed - 89,400

Total Financing of projects - LKR 7 Bn

Garni Pubuduwa Review - 2009 
Sectorwise Distribution of Number of Loans

© Agriculture 

Animal Prepuce 
O Civil Engineering 
© Food Processing 

@ Hotel & Catering 
O Light Engineering 
© Mmufocrjring 

Q Medical Serv es 
© Miscellaneous 

© Textile 
Treeing 

£ Transport

29.9%

10.*%

IS%

4.4%

2.4%

3.t%

tU%

0.7%

3.4%

5.7%

!7.C%

4.8%

HNB Vs SME 

Source: (HNB, 2012)
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In addition to barefoot bankets they do access infomtal 

thetr societie, groups, or prominent figuresofthe sodety „that |evd ^ 

Government Officers for other social 

financial transactions HNB is 

more unbanked clients to the bank.

economic communities via

activities. With regard to mobile phone based 

of the opinion that, such an instrument will attract

HNB is in to the business of migrant worker remittances and it is observed that this 

segment of the business i

an essential need in
is a computerized system and less with paper work since it is 

the process. But the degree of technological engagement could 

not be revealed. In addition, HNB is in the business of gold pawning which 

contributes to their income significantly (HNB, 2011).

Commercial Bank of Ceylon PLC

CBC caters mainly to two set of customer groups i.e. Personal and Corporate clients. 
Their service offers are on bank lobby, ATM, Web, Mobile Phone and also on 

Telephone. While cheapest offer is on web bank lobby is the costliest. They have 

extended their small business counters in super market chains and strongly make 

their presence in holiday banking while opening their service windows to a large

extent.

customer financial transactionMost of their lending assessments are based on
bank account with few exceptional cases. Project lending is one

performance in the
of their major openings fo, non account holders. Other ten that depending on certain

financial transactions that the customer performscircumstances they lend based 

with the bank. CBC finds i
operator, No, that they are ver, bad in repayment, bn, that they am lacking access to 

the Bank’s Business operating window. Accessing the bank’s busmess opemng

on
it difficult to collect their loan recovery from System D

, a time waste and transportation is a waste, in System
are painful to their Branch

window will lose their business
D operator’s view. Further, most of these payments
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operation due to many 

urgency of the customer.
reasons such as spoiled and bulky cash, behaviour, and

They are confident that mobile phone would be helpful

they expect the Language should be supportive, else that would be a barrier They 

use the mobile phone to add values in their services. There 

customer who comes to i

more than 2 and half hours for

in reaching the System D and

was a case reported that a 

inquire the receipt of migrant worker remittance, spends 

a one way in public transportations to reach a bank. 
And considering such situations the Bank has started sending an SMS alert to the 

customer s mobile phone as soon as the remittance reaches the bank’s system. They 

agiee that the focus should not be taking these System D people in to mainstream 

banking, but keeping them as they are and making financial transactions easier for
them should be the effort. Further they are willing to accept a village level 
representative who can operate with a mobile phone who can collect physical cash as 

loan recoveries and transfer them in to the banking channel.

The Bank is with the correct assessment over the size of the economy which is 

unrecorded or unregulated. They agree that this segment get refused whenever they 

are in the need of a financial support since managers cannot take a decision on 

financial performance history. That does not mean they do not have the repayment 
capacity but, to take prudent decision in the eyes of a banker they cannot prove their

financial performance through 

reasonable rate for these people.

Bank account. That hampers the borrowing at a

ion the bank has started using the technology, in capturingIn this connection, 
information of customers who get their services irrespective of holding an account or

ded such mechanism and get use of it.not, but yet to be exten

(2002) and Neuwirth (201 la) CBC describes the story
of money (Physical

lot and that proves much of the

Being Evident to Sandatratne
in another way: “Bank's ATM network requires a huge sum

Cash) and even 

transactions are

out athe branch counters pay
” (People need this money to make their payments inunrecorded
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“physical cash” sisince such payments are only possible with physical 
that end of the transaction do not get recorded). cash. Hence, at

Further they clarify; high rate of taxation 

transactions and keep them away from the formal 

Banking institutions is a barrier for informal 

banking, since they cannot bear such

prevents people encouraging for recorded 

economy. Cost structure of formal 

economy operators to be included in

cost for banking inclusion. Only a low cost 
service at their doorstep can attract them for banking and do not see a single
organization of such nature in Sri Lanka with the right focus and being reliable to 

their clients.

CBC does not agree that high end technological solutions such as palmtop banking 

would help attracting System D financial transactions in to banks. Also, fee based 

banking does not cater to the needs of financial services of the informal sector. 

Terms that bankers used to refer the service matters a lot and, the term “banking” 

may not be the proper term for them for their required financial services.

According to CBC, trying to get the informal sector people in to banking is a 

takeover of the role of the village money lender over ages and generations. If that is 

to be done through a human interfacing, the culture of the organization would be a 

matter to address. That is the reason for some banks in Sri Lanka only records a

being failing. Institutional policies such as resourcesuccess story while others 
allocation and managing losses are also strong facts to claim for a success story. To

successful interface, CBC admits,

are

overcome such gaps, a mobile phone would be a
since that the term banking is not a needbut should not be a mobile banking solution si

“the wheel should be re-invented. Approach should be not 

that should be payments and receipts and should make it easy for 

and identifying the correct market segment

for the informal. Hence,

deposits or lending, 
the user”, CBC says and the way it terms

would clear the pathway for a success.

highflying at the beginning, but now CBC is not 

Criticizing the Kenyan MPesa CBCThe gold pawning business 

encouraging this business

was
due to many reasons.
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thinks, in Sri Lanka that 
much high.

would not be a success since banking accessibility is very

Nations Trust Bank

Being relatively young in the Industry Nations Trust Bank holds 

technological infrastructure. Most of the business 

downsized using technology.

a relatively high 

processes are automated or

For them, the bank lobby is the service channel that costs a lot in offering their 
services to the customer. Interestingly they have recognized Social Media is the 

cheapest chamiel for them to reach the customer. It is yet to be seen how successful 
they are, in offering financial transactions on social media.

Observations revealed they are capable of offering services as a bundle at the first
entrance of the customer in to the Bank. Innovatively they use the sendee of a 

outside the banking industry to serve the customer at their doorstep.company
Delivering cash to customer is a service they practice at the moment.

At present they do not have any prominence in product offers to System D as it is in 

other banks. But they do engage in migrant worker remittances and pawning.

With regard to Mobile phone based product offers, NTB has offered banking to their 
account holders in the mobile phone. Similar to other mobile phone based product 
offers in the banking industry, NTB has offered Bill Payments and Peer-to-Peer fend 

jr Mobile Phone based application and that communicates over the
transfers in their 

internet.
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Sanasa Development Bank

As a preliminary attempt, the 

interacted with actors of informal 
them, and technology

researcher studied on searching how banks are
economy; alternative channels they use to reach

and also their preparedness to deal with System D financial 
transactions. Observing the SANASA movement the researcher

use

was of the opinion
that Sanasa Development Bank would be potential bank for the study. Though it 
has been revealed during the study that CBSL guidelines (CBSL, 2011a) restricts the 

intervention of SANASA in mobile money; to make the discussion very rich, they
are extracted here#.

Sanasa Development Bank (2012), being the apex bank for SANASA movement in 

Sri Lanka, by deploying 50 barefoot agents equipped with palmtops, the bank has 

extended its banking to their clients. Further their approach is community based, i.e. 
through SANASA movement. This movement believes on the monitory and other 
strengths of their own membership. Spying the life style and talents hidden in 

traditional rural economies, and make them strengthen up is the focus. When people 

start believing in their strength and are confident enough and also when they get the 

of available resources, the end result is fruitful. (Kiriwandeniya,maximum use
2006). With the background of this, SDB has commenced the Door-Step Banking by 

way of sending a representative to them. The representative carries a hand held

device which they do
cater tire banking need perfectly at the client s dooi step

all transactions to the client print acknowledgement receipt and

for the SANASA movement and bound by SriBeing the financial apex institution 
Lankan banking law, the SDB is 100% cooperative owned and caters directly to

community based approach andof the SANASA movement. Powered by
d 34 extension centres island-wide, SDB delivers microfinance

then lend to their members (Sanasa

members
having 48 branches 

needs to
Development Bank, 2012). As of 2004

an
SANASA primary societies who can

out of five households in Sri Lanka hadone
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members in SANASA. Members 

middle to low-income 

Kloeppinger-Todd, 2007).

drawn from all ethnic 

entrepreneurs, farmers, workers, and civil

are communities and are 

servants (Nair &

The scope of the SDB is not merely the SANASA (“SANASA” is the Sinhala
acronym for the movement of thrift and credtt co-operative societies in Sri Lmk.)

movement, but caters to the finances of private clients as well as community based 
organizations, local non government organisations and cooperative entities. Thus the
SDB presented an attractive option for partnered community development in post- 
tsunami Sri Lanka (Sanasa Development Bank, 2012).

Other than 83 traditional bank lobbies and 10 ATMs, they do not have any mobile 

phone based financial service delivery. Doorstep banking agents (50) is the only 

revolution they have made.

Regulator, The CBSL’s Point of View

CBSL being the regulator for banking institutions views that banks have not used the 

opportunity they have provided in Mobile Payments Guidelines No. 1 of 2011 for the 

Bank-led Mobile Payment Services. In this background they wonder whether banks
motivated enough in mobile moneyinnovative, technically competent or

services. Apart from that, using the guideline No. 2 of 2011, eZ Cash has been using 

the opportunity and in future there will be other MNOs in the business.

are

to the country and the givenCBSL, the mobile money
guide lines (CBSL, 2011a; CBSL, 2011b) are only an opening to 

will be changed with the experiences and

is newAccording to 

instructions in two 

both Banks and MNOs. The landscape

observations in future.
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wlftreEMd,oexi!tingsystemstheyseettotuserfi.mfcis

regard to urgency of the
yet more to improve 

transaction. Also 
is not flying high at present as it was shown at the

since that becomes a barrier with
according to them eZ Cash i
beginning.

The tack of energetic step-in by banks would be due to the gap ben 

makers and the active and
-veen policy

aggressive young blood of their organisations. Further,
they have observed many different products which are being offered on the mobile 
phone by banks. They are efforts of selling “Banking”. CBSL do not view extension 

of SMS banking for account holder is a use of their guideline no. 1 in 2011. That 

should be essentially through many different agent networks and allowing them to 

pay and receive cash. Being together with IFC report (IFC, 2011) CBSL believes that
the mobile money opportunity in Sri Lanka is huge but banks do not pay required 

attention. CBSL is of the opinion that mobile money will help bringing System D 

financial transactions in to banking institutions and for them eZ Cash is yet to attract
System D financial transactions. They expect the process to be very much friendlier 
for the user. If the user needs to key long numbers or to press many keys for a single 

transaction, such will be barriers for the growth. Also they were in agreement that 

language support is required for the promotion of mobile money.

eZ Cash - Mobile Money Experience

collected data from Banks and System D, on their attitude of performing 

; tire researcher made an effort to reconcile factors against eZ
Cash, the country’s pioneering mobile money service provider. eZ Cash is a unique 

service offered by Dialog Axiata PLC, to their mobile phone subscribers to perform
financial transactions vi, mobile phone even if the subscriber do no, have at-

ies what they have experienced at the implementation,

With the 

financial transactions;

account. This section carries 

barriers to grow and their future efforts.
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Researcher had the great opportunity to 
Executive Officer of Dialog Axiata

carry out a discussion with the Chief
PLC, Sri Lanka's largest telecommunications

, . country s largest mobile phone network of over 8 million
subscriptions. eZ Pa, „,s ,he flrst altempt of Dia|og ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

based financial transactions. In 2007 keeping the NDB Bank a, the mil end eZ Pay

service provider with the

started. At the moment that does 

only with near 3000

was not carry any visible presence and operating 

or more customer base (IFC, 2011). But the current effort of eZ 
Cash is to be a payment service provider, with the blessings of CBSL guide lines.

At the moment eZ Cash has attracted nearly 0.8 Mn customers, keeps growing 

dialog is actively working on more promotional activities through partnerships with 

many other meichant networks. Challenges at the moment are cash payouts, lacking 

the multi operator model, lack of KYC (as instructed by the CBSL to obtain) from 

high valued clients to perform their high valued transactions, and promote 

transactions and subscriptions. .

and

more

eZ Cash is open for accommodating any body from informal or formal or any 

amount and any transaction. They have observed that, if they can technically 

integrate with banking sector to perform transactions via a bank account that will 

a whole new world for the mobile phone based financial transactions. Allowingopen
financial transactions via a bank account let the small subscribers to save some

ey in a bank account and that will allow them to access banking services such as 

housing credit and many others, which is bit remote in the present context without a
mon

bank account.

rather slow in entering in to businesses with 

activities, technical integrations, policy
Dialog is of the opinion that banks are

ina new businessMNOs. Slow in processing 
decisions and also they are in « fear of losing their businesses to MNOs.

very supportive and they do not see any attempt 
Utility payments are the highest number 

is of the view that they do not

According to Dialog, regulators
of changing the given guidelines very soon.

that they get through eZ Cash. Dialog

are

of transactions
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wish jumping in to the business nfk, . ■
enjoying They firm! u 3nd tiy eatin§ the Pie that banks

J y 8- The, firmly sa, ,ha, their business focus h tWs _ .
the payments in to mobile based.

are

Maximum transaction amount that they expect within eZ Cash is LKR 1000 to 2000 
from the majority According to them the frequent transactions within eZ Cash 

Utility Payment and Peer-to-Peer transactions and
are

most of them are from Middle of 
the social economic pyramid. They are aggressively working with National Transport

Commission of Sri Lanka towards implementing a NFC based payment solution. 

Dialog is of the opinion that Trust, Environment friendliness, Support information in 

a nature of a help desk would be decisive factors of the success story.

With regard to use of the language in eZ Cash, only 30% uses pure English language 

and more than 50% transactions are in Singlish (The term Singlish means, Typing of 

Sinhala; word using the pronunciation of English letters). At this age of the business 

the language is not a barrier for them to grow further. They claim that there is a fare 

growth of SMS usage within the network and that is a green light to move forward. 
eZ Cash strongly believes on use cases. They talked happily on the success story of 

using eZ Cash at cafeteria they operate for Dialog employees. According to them the 

start was bit hard. But now everybody uses eZ Cash for payments at cafeteria, with a

joy-

eZ Cash has observed the refusal at the retailer level is totally due to the 

model (0.9%) which is very lower than the 6% of their revenue in mobile Top-Ups. 
Elaborating on eZ Pay, their first attempt; they say, eZ Cash would be the entry and

d model which the client performs transactions via a own 

silent phase and that is totally due to an issue 

but eZ Cash is totally an application built by in house developers.

Dialog has „0< planned ,o add L “add .0 bill" -vices such - cChannchag and 

M ■ Tickets at this introduction phase of eZ Cash. But, present servtces would

::ir«ih,8 on~«- -

revenue

eZ Pay would be the mature
bank account. At present eZ Pay is on a

at software vendor
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many banks that they 

identified the

Reason for the refusal from other banks th

Proposed to start eZ Cash, HNB is the only bank which 

potential and joined with them by opening the custodian account.
ey see as the fear of compliance issue.

eZ Cash has identified the uigency of transaction would matter in payments. NFC 
stored cards would be a solution for this and at the moment they have an NFC

as a potential
services to the doorstep of the client (SL Post 

still delivers letters to receiver’s doorstep through a postman).

enabled corporate card. Also they have cleverly identified SL Post 

widest spread network which caters

eZ Cash is not a sub brand of dialog and that is an independent product. Its future 

would be integrations even amongst MNOs, and many banks. Acceptance of the 

technology at the inception is fine with them as expected.

Mobile Money Account Categories of eZ Cash and their limits

Maximum LimitMinimum Limit
eZ Cash Account 

Category
Per TransactionPer TransactionTransaction Type

(LKR)(LKR)

10,000N/AClassic Account
Top-up and 

Receive Money 25,000N/APower Account

5,000N/AClassic Account

5,000N/APower AccountSend Money

10,00020Classic Account

Dialog Bill 

Payments
25,00020Power Account
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Classic Account 20Utility Bill 

Payments

5.000

Power Account 20 25.000

Payment for Goods 

at eZ Cash 

merchants

Classic Account 10 5,000

Power Account 10 25,000

Internet Based

Payments for any 

web merchant

Classic Account 10 5,000

Power Account 10 25,000

Source: (Dialog Axiata PLC)

Transaction Charges of eZ Cash

Transaction Type eZ Cash Account Category

FREECash Top-Up
Send Money

FREERs.500 and below
5Above Rs.500

Dialog Bill Payments (Mobile,
Television. Fixed Line, Internet) FREE

Utility Bill Payments (CEB, LECO,
NWSDB (Water) etc.) 20

Cash Withdrawal
5Rs. 200 and below

Above Rs. 200 — up to P-s- 5Q0
Above RS. 500 — ui 

Above Rs. 1,000 -u 

Above Rs. 3,000 - u
Payment nf Goods at eZ Cash merchants 

Mini Statement_________

10
20toRs. 1,000
60to Rs. 3,000 

to Rs. 5,000 100
FREE
FREE

200.00 made available at Dialog 
Customer Care Centres only

Prtn:ipH Printed Statement
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Balance Check FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

Change PIN 

Institute payment 
Purchase Product

Frequently Used Numbers
Change preferred language

Source: (Dialog Axiata PLC)
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